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Status

• The drafts have been republished (since they expired again)
  • Common Interface Extension YANG Data Models
  • Sub-interface VLAN YANG

• Still to do:
  • The Acknowledgments section needs to be updated with the names of the original contributors and authors.
Draft Status

• Common Interface Extension YANG Data Models
  • The issues from the issue list have been addressed in the draft
  • Still need to understand if anything else needs to be done
    • Could do a last call?

• Sub-interface VLAN YANG
  • Current draft is still referencing
    • Before moving forward, discussion needed on the BESS draft above
Plan

• For reals this time...

• Request further review and comments on draft on the mailing list
  • Leverage the issue feature of the git repositories to process and resolve comments

• Consider a request for last call on both drafts on the mailing list before IETF 119